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Introduction Introduction 

Introductio n n 
Professionalss involved in the delivery of healthcare—at the patient level or 
populationn level—are in a precarious situation, particularl y if they want to base 
theirr  decisions on evidence. For  example, physicians wanting to keep up-to-date 
withh the advances of their  specific medical specialty would need to read close to 
twoo score of articles daily.1 In a culture of "d o more with less/'  it is increasingly 
difficul tt  to get anywhere close to this number. A more efficient use of reading 
timee would be to review a single report that synthesizes the contributions of each 
individuall  study. A systematic review is just that—an explicit protocol details a 
precisee and clear  evidence-based methodology (minimizing and/or  avoiding 
systematicc error) of searching to identify and retrieve the global evidence, 
subjectingg it to specific eligibilit y criteria , appraising and qualitatively 
summarizingg the resulting studies. Should there be sufficiently //similar ,' 
quantitativ ee outcomes across the included studies, meta-analytic techniques can 
bee computed to arriv e at an overall estimate of effectiveness. The latter  is usually 
calledd a meta-analysis. To avoid terminology confusion, the term systematic 
revieww is used throughout this thesis. 

Estimatess varyy on the number  of published systematic reviews. What is clear 
iss that withi n medicine, the number  of systematic reviews of randomized trial s 
hass increased dramatically over  the last 20 years. One of the first  medical 
systematicc reviews was published in 1955 in the Journal of the American Medical 
Association.22 By 1992, this number  had increased to 4353 and by 1999, 
approximatelyy 1,250 publications were identified as systematic reviews withi n 
Medline.4 4 

Severall  reasons might help explain these increased numbers. First, as already 
mentionedd above, is how best to use limited time. Second, is perhaps ethical in 
thatt  governments, and the peer  review granting agencies, are less interested in 
fundingg research for  which there may already be sufficient evidence to inform 
decisionn making. High-qualit y systematic reviews are well positioned to provide 
answerss to such questions. Third , we now have compelling data indicating that 
yearss of experience at the bedside, culminating in the "professor's"  textbook, 
oftenn lags far  behind the evidence, is slow to embrace it, and at times contradicts 
it.55 Forth, and finally , western cultures have embraced evidence-based 
healthcare.. Systematic reviews stand as an important nexus in its development 
andd use. 

Ass the historical origins of systematic reviews are uncovered6 the central role 
off  three "modern"  figures dominates: Archie Cochrane, Gene Glass and Thomas 
C.. Chalmers. Cochrane reminded us that the sum (a systematic review) is better 
thann the individual (a primar y study) parts. This philosophy is now carried 
forwardd through the Cochrane Collaboration. Gene Glass coined the term meta-
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analysiss in the mid 1970s7 and Chalmers provided a powerful early example of 
systematicc reviews applied to medicine.8 

Ann early survey exarnining the quality of reporting of systematic reviews 
suggestedd that only 10% of systematic reviews specified working from a 
protocol.99 Perhaps this was because we had littl e by way of evidence to help 
informm their conduct. For example, many systematic reviewers advocated 
excludingg reports of randomized trials published in languages other than 
English.. Perhaps a well-meaning proposal was based on considerable personal 
experience,, although this view was not informed by evidence i.e., are there 
importantt differences between the quality of reports of randomized trials 
publishedd in English and other languages. 

Thee last decade has witnessed a substantial infusion of methodological data 
too help inform the conduct and reporting of systematic reviews (e.g., reference 4). 
Somee of the evidence is presented in this thesis. 

Considerablee resources are required to help identify literature for 
considerationn in a systematic review. Whether these resources can be sustained 
overr time remains to be seen. At issue is whether systematic reviewers can be 
moree restricted in where they search to identify potentially relevant evidence. 
ForFor example, wil l searching Medline alone, compared with searching Medline 
andd Embase, retrieve similar results and, wil l this retrieval "catch" influence the 
estimatess of an intervention's effectiveness compared to a Medline and Embase 
one?? In many parts of the world this is a pragmatic question because Embase is a 
costlyy database to search, whereas Medline is free of charge. This question is 
addressedd in Chapter 2. The data suggest that without knowledge of the clinical 
contentt area under consideration, it is necessary to search widely to identify 
potentiallyy relevant articles.10 

Shouldd we include only published reports of primary studies into the review 
processs or broaden our interest to including any information, such as grey 
literature,, defined here as studies that are unpublished, have limited 
distribution,, and/or are not included in a bibliographic retrieval system. There is 
aa long tradition of limiting reviews to the published literature only. The logic 
presumablyy stems from the notion mat peer review winnows out lower quality 
andd more biased studies. Leaving the merits of peer review aside, the results 
presentedd in Chapter 3 supports the inclusion of published as well as 
unpublishedd evidence when conducting a systematic review. Excluding grey 
literaturee is likely to introduce considerable bias in the estimates of an 
intervention'ss effectiveness.11 

Aree there differences in the quality of reporting of randomized trials 
publishedd in English and other languages? Inclusion of only a selection of all 
possiblee evidence is likely to introduce biases, thus threatening the validity of the 
systematicc review. Most systematic reviews do not include all potential evidence. 
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Perhapss these language restrictions were applied because of difficultie s in 
identifyin gg trial s published in languages other  then English or  the presumed 
greaterr  importance and quality of English-language publications. The results 
reportedd in Chapter  4 suggest mat the quality of reporting of trial s published in 
Englishh and several other  languages is similar.12 Using the quality of reporting 
criteria ,, there would seem to be littl e evidence to support the exclusion of reports 
off  trial s regardless of their  language of publication. 

Althoughh there may be littl e differences in the quality of reporting across 
languages,, for  most systematic reviewers living in countries where the first , and 
perhapss only language, is English, there are considerable resource implications 
involvedd in obtaining reports and having them translated. At issue is whether 
thee exclusion of these reports introduces bias into the review results. The results 
presentedd in Chapter  5 suggest that excluding reports in languages other  than 
Englishh does not introduce bias into the results.13 

Qualityy is a ubiquitous term but its terminology and use withi n the 
systematicc review community is not without debate. In a review of 25 scales used 
too assess the quality of randomized trials, we noted that about half of the 
assessmentt  developers neglected to define quality as they were using it.14 For 
example,, was interest in internal validity , external validity , both, or  something 
else?? Likewise, there was littl e discussion by way of assessing the quality of how 
thee tria l was conducted, its methodology, or  the quality of reporting, something 
easierr  to obtain and perhaps the only documentation reviewers have concerning 
howw the study was carried out. Uncertainty also existed as to how the quality 
assessmentss should be completed; for  example, with the assessors unaware as to 
whoo the authors and there affiliation s were, as well as the journal it was 
publishedd in (i.e., blind assessment), or  perhaps knowing this information had 
littl ee impact on the quality assigned by the assessor. 

Inn practice, systematic reviewers have used one of two approaches to assess 
thee quality of reports of randomized trials: examining the reporting of a 
particularr  component, such as the adequacy of allocation concealment, or  using a 
summaryy score generated from a scale. Despite intuitio n and several descriptive 
studiess as to the consequences of lower  quality studies in a systematic review, 
theree was littl e empirical data demonstrating the effects of including lower 
qualityy trial s in a systematic review.15 Chapter  6 providess data addressing these 
questions.166 Based on the results of a randomized trial , blind and open quality 
assessmentt  provides similar  estimates of quality. Lower  quality studies 
exaggeratee the estimates of an intervention's effectiveness, compared with higher 
qualityy studies. This is true regardless of whether  the quality assessment is 
completedd using a component approach or  a scale one. 

Systematicc reviews that effectively handle methodological issues are complex 
too conduct. Reviewers need to consider  multipl e issues simultaneously, such as 
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whetherr language restrictions, as described in Chapter 5, should be applied to 
conventionall  interventions and/or complementary and alternative interventions 
(e.g.,, acupuncture) also, and whether the quality of reporting of primary studies 
differss across type of intervention or is similar to that described in Chapter 4. 
Chapterr 7 explores these interactions and presents data indicating the interplay 
off  methodological issues required in the conduct, interpretation and reporting of 
systematicc reviews.17 

Ann interesting social experiment is ongoing within the world of systematic 
reviews.. Developing tools to assess the quality of primary studies included in a 
systematicc review is a cottage industry. There are at least 50 assessment scales, 
andd that is probably only the tip of the iceberg.18 Unfortunately, evidence 
suggestss that most of these scales have been developed in a complete vacuum as 
regardss to appropriate clinimetric development.141920 The consequences of this 
aree obvious, namely, substantial variability and inconsistency in their results. 
Similarly,, at least 30 variance imputation methods have been developed to help 
deall  with missing data from primary studies. Whether these methods are 
appropriatelyy developed, in terms of their mathematical underpinnings, is 
unclear,, and there is littl e evidence to inform whether they behave similarly. 
Recentt efforts are attempting to address these questions.21 

Publicationn bias, the propensity of publishing results of clinical research, 
includingg randomized trials, with statistically positive results, iss endemic.22 In an 
effortt to control this problem, epidemiologists, statisticians, and others have 
developedd an army of methods—more than 30 to detect for the presence of 
publicationn bias, examine thee robustness of the results of systematic reviews, and 
adjustmentt methods in the presence of such reviews.23 Like quality assessment 
andd variance imputation, it is unclear whether these different publication bias 
methodss provide the same estimates. The immediate answer is probably not and 
thiss is further explored in Chapter 8.24 

Whyy all the effort in finding evidence to better inform the conduct of 
systematicc reviews? Aside from direct contact with authors regarding how a 
systematicc review was conducted, and even that approach is not without its 
shortcomings,255 reading the report of a systematic review is the only way of 
knowingg how it was completed and is the only option available for most 
reviewers.. Assessing the quality of reports of systematic reviews provides an 
importantt barometric reading. Annual surveys need to become part of the 
standardd fabric of the world of systematic reviews. 

Thee quality of reporting of systematic reviews is less than perfect, with plenty 
off  room for improvement. Data supporting this point of view is presented in 
Chapterr 9.26 This is true whether the reviews are published in traditional paper-
basedd journals or electronically, such as in the Cochrane library. In general, 
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systematicc reviews achieve about half of their  maximum possible score. This is 
truee across a broad spectrum of clinical content areas and publishing medians. 

Ass the evidence of the consequences of low quality (of reports) of 
randomizedd trial s accumulates, there has been considerable interest in finding 
wayss to help improve the quality of reporting randomized trials. The CONSORT 
statement,, consisting of a 22-item checklist and flow diagram, is a standardized 
wayy for  reporting randomized trials.27 It is endorsed by leading healthcare 
journal ss and international editorial groups. There is growing evidence 
suggestingg that authors who use CONSORT produce higher  quality reports 
comparedd with those not doing so.28-30 

Checklistss have a long tradition . For  example, airlin e pilots go through a 
seriess of checklists prior  to and during flight . They do this repeatedly regardless 
off  how many times they fly. An evidence-based approach to reporting systematic 
reviewss could be based on a checklist, the items of which are evidence-based 
wheneverr  possible. For  example, we could ask systematic reviewers to be explicit 
aboutt  whether  they have included all publication types or  limited the review to 
reportss of published studies. The Quality of reporting of meta-analysis of 
randomizedd trial s (QUOROM), described in Chapter  10, was developed to help 
improvee the quality of reporting systematic reviews.31 This checklist item request 
iss based, in part, on the results reported in several of the chapters presented in 
thiss thesis. 

Thiss thesis provides evidence to help form a more evidence-based approach 
too the conduct of systematic reviews. This is one example of a concerted global 
effortt  to bring evidence to bear  on how best to complete systematic reviews. In 
concertt  with these efforts is a need to develop ways to improve the quality of 
reportin gg these studies. Perhaps this can be best achieved by developing a 
standardizedd way to report a systematic review similar  to the CONSORT 
initiativ ee described above. 
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